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…..the digital
market rewards
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slowly…...
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INTRODUCTION
Gateway Financials, established in 2011, is a fairly visible player in the modern market of cryptocurrency &
diamond trading investments. At GWF, it’s our primary purpose to have a well-coordinated work within the
company and productive interaction with customers. In 2012, the company developed an international
investment platform to optimize the process of working with numerous users around the world. This allows you
to reduce the burden on client managers and ensures stable operation no matter what time zone you are in. This
team is able to offer you the most high-quality service, which reduces risks to minimal level and guarantees a
stable income. Gateway Financials is built around a robust and scalable ecosystem of Broker Members,
Custodians and Investors.
Why Choose Gateway Financials?

JOIN US!

Gateway Financials has strong relationships with private
and institutional investors and can quickly raise capital
for acquisitions, restructuring and recapitalizations of
small private and public companies. Due to our
experience and safe strategy in cryptocurrency and
diamond trading investment, we are able to manage more

Financial freedom is what we all seek at some point in

capital and offer our platform to the public and we are

time. It is imperative that we create wealth while we can.

sure to continue our journey with credibility & success.

Diamond and cryptocurrency trading offer high yield

The market economy continuously goes through a change;

profits to traders, but it also involves high risks. This is

it is always in a state of flux. However, there are some

where we come in. GWF Company consists of professional

incidents that cause a crisis. Such incidents affect the

traders that manage your brokerage account on your

global economy. We carefully monitor, examine and

behalf. Whether you are a small or large investor, we can

analyse the financial market.

assist you with your investment goals.

HEDGE BASE WITH DIAMOND
OFFSHORE TRADING
Gateway Financials existing in the USA & UK, is one of the
world’s first digital diamond trading firm. This Trading
platform, one of its kind globally, we utilize proven trading
technology to create a new marketplace for the global diamond
trade. By bringing commodity trading technology to the
diamond market digitally, We are creating a true price
discovery mechanism with increased liquidity, allowing
diamonds to be traded as a commodity. This Investment will
provide a fair, orderly and transparent marketplace for traders
and accredited investors to acquire profits through trading
diamonds on a global scale, at market prices driven by real time
transactional data.
Wholly independent from the diamond industry, GWF operates
in accordance with existing global stock and commodity market
regulations. Gateway Financials strengths are the cutting-edge
trading engine technology that offers both flexibility and
performance above other platforms.

Diamonds operate within a truly global marketplace.
USD$22 Billion worth of diamonds are traded throughout each year.

HOW IT WORKS
In order to become a full-fledged client of Gateway Financials, you need to go through a short registration procedure, which will
require minimum information and time from you. The company requires the passage of identification of your identity or the
provision of documents (KYC). Although, the passage of identification of your identity on our investment service is optional, we do
not explicitly demand that you give it up. When registering, you only need to choose a login and set a password as complex as
possible and never disclose it. This will protect your account from unauthorized entry. When registering, enter your Bitcoin
address, which you want to use in the future to create a deposit and withdraw the profit, as well as email for further interaction
with the company.
After registration, you can create your first deposit. To do this, go to your account in the Make Deposit section. Given that we do
not offer a choice of investment period (any of your deposits are unlimited), you just need to determine the plan based on the profit
you intend to accrue monthly. Read the terms of the proposed investment strategy. Every Investor is entitled to a Legal contract
binding the company and investor before a deposit is made. Trades are established 12 hours after deposit is received.

Gateway Financials team operates throughout the calendar week. In accordance with the investment proposal of the company, the
profit is accrued weekly from the time of adding the deposit (the exact time of accrual is available in the section with the list of
your deposits). You can increase the existing deposit; however, you can make several deposits, each of which will make profit in
accordance with the chosen plan. The withdrawal of the profit becomes available as scheduled with your chosen plan. To receive
payment, you just need to make a relevant request in your personal account. We will process it instantly and send the ordered
amount to your Bitcoin address.

In addition to profitable investment, you have the opportunity to receive additional income in the form of a partnership
commission. After registering your account, find a referral link and animated banners. You can use these tools on various sites,
forums and blogs. When someone clicks your link for registration, this person automatically becomes your referral. Once your
referral makes a deposit, you receive a reward of 10% of its size. The withdrawal of the referral commission is possible immediately
after the accrual. You can use partnership tools even without your own deposit - this is a great chance to check the work of the
company!

OUR PRICE PLANS
Please find the plan which best suits you

CDT LEVEL 1

CDT LEVEL 2

No Stipulated Minimum Startup

$250,001 Minimum Startup

$250,000 Maximum Deposit

$750,000 Maximum Deposit

12% Monthly Profits (3% weekly earnings)

42% Quarterly Profits (3.5% weekly earnings)

Minimum Balance prior to Withdrawal-$5000

Quarterly Withdrawal

This Interest plan is for investors with little or no knowledge

This Interest plan is for cooperate bodies & investment

of the market, seeking to create wealth by providing their

collectives. Profits are available for Withdrawal once every

resources to work with, for their benefits. Withdrawals are

quarter of a year. Profits are NOT subject to monthly

unavailable on this plan until an investor achieves a balance

compounding.

of $5000, therefore any deposit below $5000 is subject to
compounding OR additional deposit to achieve the minimum
withdrawal balance. In essence, Withdrawal is activated after
12% interest on the $5000 is achieved.

CDT 100
$1,000,000-Unlimited
72% Biannual Profits (3% weekly earnings)
Biannual Withdrawal
This Interest plan is for individuals, companies & cooperate bodies with a long-term
investment plan into the digital market. Profits are available for Withdrawal every halfyear. Profits are NOT subject to monthly compounding.
CDT- Crypto & Diamond Trading
Bank Wire Deposits accepted (Contact Support).

CEO EXPRESSION
Garvin Ward, is a lifelong entrepreneur, trusted advisor to
CEOs and business owners. Garvin has helped over 100,000
entrepreneurs start, grow and profit from their Cryptocurrency
Investment. This has given Garvin an ideal vantage point to
observe common mistakes and successes in Cryptocurrency

GARVIN WARD

Investments from Main Street to London’s largest Bitcoin
broker.

For over 34 years, his experience founding, acquiring and directing multi-million-dollar businesses, sets him apart from the
crowd as a voice of real-world knowledge and authority. Garvin has made it his life’s work to arm other business owners
with success formulas that immediately provide exponential growth and protection. Below are some of his career
highlights:
Small Business Consultant and Advocate.
Garvin has served as a Chief Strategy Officer for more than 80,000 business owners across a wide range of industries.
Having witnessed both their common mistakes and common successes, he knows what works and what does not.
Drawing on his own Entrepreneurial and corporate experience, as well as what he has observed with his diverse clientele,
Garvin has developed a cutting-edge system to help small business owners’ level the playing field.
Entrepreneur and Business Leader.
Garvin discovered his passion and talent for Entrepreneurship early in life. At age 18, he formed a recycling company in
Westminster, London—before recycling was popular. He grew that business to 5,000 customers before selling it and using
the money to create a profitable business in London—a business he built up to include three stores and a large service
center.
After selling his share in the company, Garvin was ready to return to Entrepreneurship. He left the company and formed
several small corporate-services businesses.
www.garvinward.com
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LET US DO BUSINESS
Choose a plan and invest in
yourself as soon as possible.

WE ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Email:
support@gatewayfinancials.com

Call:
+14049824868 (United States)
+441412805351 (United Kingdom)

Location:
Walnut Street Philadelphia, PA 19102, United States
Canary Wharf, London E14 5AB, United Kingdom
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